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18. What if unrelated matters are revealed as a result
of the investigation?
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The employer must decide how to deal with this information. Possible options are to initiate separate and
unrelated investigations or to extend the ongoing investigations.
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There are no regulations in this regard in the Swiss employment law framework. However, in criminal
proceedings, the rules regarding accidental findings apply (eg, article 243, Swiss Criminal Procedure Code
for searches and examinations or article 278, Swiss Criminal Procedure Code for surveillance of post and
telecommunications). In principle, accidental findings are usable, with the caveat of general prohibitions on
the use of evidence.
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23. Should the investigation report be shared in full,
or just the findings?
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The employer should determine the intended recipients and format of the report in advance. In many
cases, it may be advisable to publish only the results of the investigation to protect the privacy and
reputation of the individuals concerned, as this may help to minimise any potential negative impact on
them.

However, under certain circumstances or due to legal requirements, full disclosure of the investigation
report may be required, especially if transparency and disclosure are necessary to maintain public or
investor confidence.
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In principle, there is no obligation to disclose the final investigation report. Disclosure obligations may arise
based on data protection law vis-à-vis the persons concerned (eg, the accused). Likewise, there is no
obligation to disclose other documents, such as the records of interviews. The employee should be fully
informed of the final investigation report, if necessary, with certain redactions (see question 22). The right
of the employee concerned to information is comprehensive (ie, all investigation files must be disclosed to
him).[1] Regarding publication to other bodies outside of criminal proceedings, the employer is bound by its
duty of care (article 328, Swiss Code of Obligations) and must protect the employee as far as is possible
and reasonable.[2]

 

[1] Nicolas Facincani/Reto Sutter, Interne Untersuchungen: Rechte und Pflichten von Arbeitgebern und
Angestellten, in: HR Today, to be found on: <Interne Untersuchungen: Rechte und Pflichten von
Arbeitgebern und Angestellten | hrtoday.ch> (last visited on 27 June 2022).
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